State of Washington
WASHINGTON HORSE RACING COMMISSION

WHRC Board of Stewards Report
Emerald Downs Race Meet
Report for Saturday August 24
Track Condition: Fast
SCRATCHES PRIOR TO POST TIME:
Race # Program #
Horse’s Name
5
5
Chippinzee
6
1
Papa’s Golden Boy
6
4
Irish Terrier

Trainer’s Name
Jeff Metz
Vince Gibson
Frank Lucarelli

Type/Scratch
Stewards
Veterinarian
Veterinarian

Reason
Unauthorized
Sick
Sick

SCRATCHES DURING RACES:
Race #
Program #
Horse’s Name
5
1
All Powered Up

Trainer’s Name
Alan Bozell

Type/Scratch
Veterinarian

Reason
Off In Post

CLAIMED HORSES:
Race # Program #
4
4
4
9
8
3

Horse’s Name
Colt Fifty Seven
Starboard List
Kalla Kab

New Owner
William Hasenoerhl
Dennis Trenkenschuh
Hoppers Racing Stable

New Trainer
Charles Essex
Silvester Juarez
Pablo De Jesus

LATE JOCKEY CHANGES: None
Race 3
Immediately following the running of the race the inquiry sign was hung to look into the start of #4
Alittlebitofheaven who refused, and to also review an incident down the lane. After speaking to starter
Mark Gibson and reviewing the replay multiple times it was determined that the doors of #4 stall of the
starting gate opened in unison with the rest of the field and had the opportunity to a fair start, which he
failed to accept, accordingly he was declared to be a starter. The incident in the lane was also reviewed,
and it was determined that #1 Secrets Of My Soul was in very tight, inside #6 Mika The Mistress and #5
Papa’s Melody. #1 eventually forced her way through with #5 & #6 making contact to her outside. The
#1 ran second and therefore no change was made to the original order of finish 3-1-6-5-7-2-(4
unplaced).
Race 7
Following the running of the race the stewards posted the inquiry sign due to an incident at the top of
the stretch involving the first place finisher #5 Vicente’s Shadow , ridden by Kevin Krigger, and the
second place finisher #3 Bullet Drill, ridden by Kevin Orozco. Frank Lucarelli the trainer of #3 lodged an
objection. After reviewing the videos and taking the testimony of the riders involved the stewards
determined that down the lane #5 Vicente’s Shadow who came into the lane near the middle of the
racetrack came out slightly over the next three sixteenths with #3 Bullet Drill lapped on to his flank,

contact between the two was deemed to be minor and that #3 Bullet Drill came in slightly causing the
last brush. Even though #3 Bullet Drill was beaten a long head, the decision of the board of stewards was
that the minor contact between the two did not cost #3 Bullet Drill the opportunity of a better placing
therefore the stewards did not make any change to the original order of finish. The official order of
finish is as follows: 5-3-4-1-6-2.

Respectfully Submitted,
Ken Doll Sr.
Dan Bryson
Vincent Funk

